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About This Game

"There’s humour here in spades... It’s fun, fast, colourful"
 - Rock Paper Shotgun

The Cat Machine is a game of logic, and also cats. Cats riding around on Trains. As we are all aware, the stability of planet
earth's orbit around the sun is maintained by an enormous and very secret underground machine. A machine where cats of

various colours ride around on trains, as cats have done since time immemorial.

Without this secret mechanism, the earth would undoubtedly fold in on itself, probably with a rather satisfying popping noise,
but also with the unpleasant side-effect of then ceasing to exist.

The Cat Machine places you in charge of designing that contraption.

A fun logical puzzler, the game is all about working on a solution, the correct design that will 'process' multiple configurations
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of cat trains. Cats can only travel on tracks that are the same colour as the cat itself (of course) and the cat at the front of the
track decides where the whole train will go. Once a cat has traveled along a coloured track, it flies away, as cats are well known

to do. The goal is, for every train, make all the cats, including the white one at the end, fly into the ether.

This is the only way to save the earth.

 More than fifty levels!

 So many cats, you wouldn't believe it. It has, I think, all the cats.

 Beautiful, beautiful music!

 Utilises high-fidelity, 60fps Advanced Cat/Train Simulation Technology for maximum cuteness.

 Support for Windows, Mac, and even our Linux friends.
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There are several reasons why this type of games are so cheap, one of them being that it gets boring after 2 minutes.. To be
blunt I was first expecting something of a butcher's work, it being censored, nonetheless I gave it a try and was happily
surprised, yes they removed the H-Scenes and the Himegi sisters route was also taken down, but they did not just remove them
like that, they added new scenes and CG to make up for it and damn they play out well, I have only done Kanako's story so far
and I have to say I prefer it to the original one. Somewhat more heartwarming ?

So in the end I'd totally recommend this release, sure censored, but it is no rip-off at all, with the additional content it is a totally
different experience than the original VN and 100% worth it. Moe Novel really are stepping up their game with this one.

Hoping that we see the same kind of treatment for A sky full of stars fandisc. Great game to pass time. It's like Train Fever but
better than that and it's free too. This is a must try game, its size is also too less and the pak96 comic look is soo cool :). Things I
liked about the game:
+Tutorial is very well done
+Menu is nice
+I like the little highlight when a row\/column is finished
+Some of the final puzzle images are cute (I'm talking about you "Hot coffee" and "Lantern")
+You can play in 2 modes: normal and hard mode
+This game has one of the faster moving arrows when solving picross with keyboard

Some of the things that I didn't like so much:
-Music is annoying and loop rapidly meaning if you play for a long time you just have to disable it (option to do so at least)
-The overall feel of the game is a bit stiff. When you complete a puzzle nothing moves. I though the game has stopped working
the first time. There is no music, stars appear all at once (no animation). I think this could be improved
-No indication of when you are about to lose a star in normal mode (make the timer goes red or something to let user know he is
about to lose a star)
-Some of the puzzle don't have pleasing color (hello 'fire hydrant" !) I think the color might be too saturated. Try to use color
not just based on whiter\/blacker tint of the original color (red in this case) or ask someone with color theory to review the art
maybe? Its more fun to discover beautiful image than meh image.
-Only one puzzle is unlock at a time (I like to have freedom to choose at least from a few in the same category)
-After a puzzle is completed you don't see your best time
-After a puzzle is completed you don't see the title
-Changing category is slow (maybe add an option to make it faster?)
-Game should not ask to save puzzle when there is no painted, 'x' tiles! There is no option to tell the game not to save an empty
grid at the moment
-Painted tile is animated, 'x' tile is stiff (no animation) either animate both or neither
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-No achievements
-No undo\/redo button in normal mode
-No workshop
-Price is high compared to other picross game for what it offers

I can't currently recommend this game. I might change my review if dev are not dead and decide to improve the game a bit
more.. Time Crisis meets Super Hot. Rail mode is the only way to play; touch pad locomotion makes it too easy imo. Great
sound track that really hypes up the gameplay (I normally turn music off in games but this one the music adds so much (with the
visuals going to the metre of the music, feels like being at a concert with the visuals). So far this is my favourite single player
shooter experience and puts Arizona Sunshine to shame. +100 points to the Devs for actively updating the game!. I don't
understand the benefit of the strange new parts, but the game is as addictive as Tetris. It comes with a clean, fresh design and
also the music is catchy somehow.
For me, especially for the split screen mode, it's definitely a buy recommendation.
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I bought this game at a huge discout, but I think it is definitely worth the 7 dollars it costs. The one problem is that you have to
activate something on your computer for the game to run which is hard to find, but other than that, the gameplay is smooth, and
the worlds are super fun.
Also there is a problem with mouse controls sometimes, so you have to exagerate your mouse movements for it to move. Don't
mess with the preset controls.. Nice little art-game.. you got to be fast lol. Really challenging and Fun :). I admire the colorful
graphics in this game and the spaceship upgrades. Interesting. Only lasts 20 minutes. So it's not even worth a buck.. unclog the
hood with the all new scumbag remover COLON BLOW! guaranteed to BLOW THOSE FREAKS OFF YOUR STREET,
ASAP!. i bought this game after several survey, it is fun to beat and there is many combo skill of each character, but yet the
level up thing is kinda take time lol, so far only KURISU got max lvl99

but for sure this game can give you some fun compare to those complicated FPS or JRPG. Loved it! Great plot/characters, lots
of funny scenes, music at boss fight was awesome!
Wish I could've gone back to places I'd been to before.

I did not like the confusing moments (thank God for the guide), spelling errors, and cliff-hanger conclusion. Left a lot of plot
holes and unanswered questions. We never find out who the main character really is and why she has mysterious abilities,
characters did not get shipped even though there was a little kiss there at the end, we don't know if certain characters survived or
not, and there was no explanation as to why that one cray-cray chick went choking-people-crazy.

But I hope they all get answered in Wind Child White. Need answers soon!
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